
Telluric currents: Currents in the Earth's crust and uppermost mantle. Telluric currents are 
diurnal, with a flow “towards the sun” - continuously move between the sunlit and shadowed 
sides of the earth: toward the equator on the side of the earth facing the sun, and toward the 
poles on the night side of the planet.

30+ physical mechanisms identified, but dominated (esp. at long wavelengths) by Geomagnetic 
Induction due to ionospheric and magnetospheric currents, themselves caused by interactions 
between the solar wind and the magnetosphere or solar radiation effects on the ionosphere. 

The space between the surface of the Earth 
and the conductive ionosphere acts as a 
closed electromagnetic waveguide. The limited 
dimensions of the Earth cause this waveguide 
to act as a resonant cavity for EM-waves in the 
Extremely Low Frequency band (=3–60 Hz, 
=100,000–5000 km). These resonances are 
named after Schumann, who predicted them in 
1952. Since the cavity is naturally excited by 
electric currents in lightning, these resonances 
have been used to track global lightning activity.   

Magnetotelluric (MT) Method

Wikipedia, and Price 2016



Basic Idea: 

Measure electric potential on the Earth's surface at different points, 
enabling the calculation of the magnitudes and directions of the telluric 
currents and hence the Earth's conductance/resistivity.  Specifically, 
simultaneously measure the B– (≈ H, since crustal magnetic anomalies 
are small compared to the core-field) and E–field time-series in 
orthogonal directions at the Earth's surface.

Main goal: 

MT theory allows the determination of the resistivity distribution in the 
subsurface, on depth scales ranging from a few tens of meters to 
hundreds of kilometers (Tikhonov, 1950; Cagniard, 1953), and is strongly 
dependent on the source frequency.

Passive method: 

Uses natural geomagnetic energy variations as the power source 

Magnetotelluric (MT) Method



Three highest-energy sources of electrical current in Earth:

    (1) Global lightning strikes 
          (1– 400 Hz, for example, for the U.S. 
                                 Precision Lightning Network, or USPLN)

          Gives  from 10s of m to a few km
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Three highest-energy sources of electrical current in Earth:

    (2) Ionospheric resonances 
   (periods of seconds to minutes (3-60 Hz): 

                                              below, ~20 s period near Sunset)     

Gives  from ~2 to 10 km

The small, high frequency 
spikes correspond to distant 
lightning strikes. Note that 
at the low frequencies at which
MT is used, net magnetic field, 
H ~ B.
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Three highest-energy sources of electrical current in Earth:

    (3) Ionospheric disturbances:  
          Caused by interactions of high energy particles and electrons 
          emitted by the sun (periods of days and longer, or sub-1-Hz) 

          Gives  from 10s to 100s of km 
                                    (& to the core if observed for long enough!!!)
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Note: this is the same interaction responsible for aurora borealis

Note: ALL of these sources are extremely high energy 
          (i.e., much higher than we could reasonably generate!)

(Real-time ionospheric total electron content)



“Space weather”, or flux of 
high-energy charged particles &
electrons, is also of practical 
Interest because of effects on 
satellites (electron flux greater 
than some threshold can induce 
charge on satellite electronics 
– discharge has fried a few
Communications satellites)

USU GAIM Total Electron Content

NOAA GOES Electron Flux



Example effect of a sunspot. The repeating signal (strongest in Ex and Hy) 
is the diurnal variation as Earth rotates within the solar wind. The large 
departure in Hx ~ day 12 is a sunspot.

This example gave
resistivity constraint
to depths of a few
100 km!



For a sine wave, sin(t),

where sd is an averaged resistivity over the “skin depth” (depth of significant
penetration of the electric field E and magnetic field H)

 

E sin t   sdH sin t 
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US-Array: MT array deployment for EarthScope



Yellowstone-Snake River Plain System:

Seismic Vs (Rayleigh wave tomo) Electrical Resistivity 

Kelbert et al., 2011 Wagner et al., EPSL 2010



Meqbel et al., 2014                                          Earth Planet. Sci. Lett.



Wannamaker et al. 2008



Liu & Hasterok, Science, 2016

Resistivity structure a bit 
south of us here in Logan 
– from older data & newer 
Inversion to that on the 
previous slide.

Research supports a strong 
relationship between 
Electrical conductivity and
mantle viscosity.



Currently, the MT method is more commonly used in large 
scale studies of tectonics, melts and fluid flux.

EarthScope data show evidence of (primarily E-W trending)
small-scale melt bodies under W-C Snake River Plain and 
widespread melt or graphite in lower crust of the 
Basin-Range province!

Some (minor but growing) applications in oil & mining; Likely 
to grow in usage in the future (most probably with the aid of 
active source) 

Magnetotelluric (MT) Method
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